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Minutes of the Boilers & Pressure Vessels Advisory Council meeting of the Technical Standards and Safety Authority 
(TSSA) held virtually at 9:00 a.m. on the 1st day of October 2020. 

 
Present:  Joe Adams, Sleegers Engineered Products Inc; Sidney Chelsky, Canadian Fabricare Association; 

Justin Clappison, ArcelorMittal Dofasco; Mario Gogic, Babcock & Wilcox Canada; Yan Huang, 
Royal Sun Alliance Insurance Company of Canada (RSA); Ryan Jones, Farm Mutual Re; John 
Milton, Ontario Recreation Facilities Association; Fred Oliver, MCA Sarnia c/o Kelgor; Hilar Prits, 
CIMCO Refrigeration; Kavita Ramcharan, CBMUA & BI&I; Dave St. Martin, Ontario Power 
Generation; Brian Taylor, CBS & Waterloo Manufacturing Co. Ltd.; Jamie Webb, MCA & Anderson 
Webb. 

 
 Dan Brazier, Chief Financial Officer (item 11); Angelina Brew, Advisory Council Coordinator; 

Andrew Chin; Financial Specialist, Special Projects (item 11); Alexandra Campbell, VP, 
Communication & Stakeholder Relations (item 8); Viola Dessanti, Director, Strategic Analytics 
(items 7, 10, 12); Caslav Dinic, Technical Supervisor, BPV Safety Program (Item 13, 18); AJ 
Kadirgamar, Director, Operations Shared Services (item 15); Kristian Kennedy, Manager, 
Government Relations (Item 20); Bonnie Rose, President & CEO; Phil Simeon, Director, Regulatory 
Policy (item 7, 10); Cathy Turylo, Manager, Engineering, BPV Safety Program (item 4, 16, 18). 

 
Guests:  Diane Allen, Senior Policy Advisor, Technical Safety Unit, Ministry of Government and Consumer 

Services (MGCS); Justin Awoyomi, BI&I; Frank Zhang, RSA and Doug Morton, Vice President, 
Government Relations CSA Group (Item 16).  

 
 
Regrets:  Michele Cheng-Newson, Organization of Canadian Nuclear Industries (OCNI)  
 
  
1. Constitution of Meeting 

 
The Chair called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. J. Adams welcomed BPAVC members to the meeting.  
 

 
a) Safety Moment 

 
For the safety moment, A. Campbell provided an update on TSSA’s carbon monoxide poisoning awareness.  
 
Action:  A. Brew to circulate the video by email to Council and to append the link to the minutes.   

 
2. Approval of the October 1, 2020 Agenda 

 
The Council approved the meeting agenda as presented.  
 

3. Approval of March 10, 2020 Minutes 
 
Council approved the minutes as recirculated and issued on September 30th, 2020.   
 

4. Review of Action Items from Last Meeting 
 
C. Turylo spoke to the pending action items and confirmed that all action items would be addressed at today’s 
meeting. The Chair recommended not marking the mandatory maintenance paper action item as complete, but 
rather place it on hold. C. Turylo agreed.  
 
There were no questions or comments from Council.  
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5. Chair’s Update 
 
J. Adams spoke to this item and noted that the BPV program has a new director. He understands BPV customer 
complaints that were brought to his attention have been dealt with by the new director, Ajay Raval. The issue of 
a lack of oversight over CSA-N-285 Nuclear Shops was raised by one of the complainants, which the Chair 
recommends referring to TSSA or back to the Council. He also advised the Council that propane piping is an 
outstanding issue, but the Fuels Safety Program has not moved on the matter or brought it to any conclusion. 
The TSSA will follow up with the Fuel Safety Program about propane piping  
 
There were no questions or comments from Council.  
 

6. TSSA President & CEO’s Report 
 
B. Rose spoke to this item and treated her report circulated to Council prior to the meeting as read. The CEO 
report is newly formatted, she noted and added that TSSA is making it clear what priorities industry will see from 
TSSA over the year and that hopefully, stakeholders see progress on them by the end of the year. She opened 
the floor to questions and comments.  
 
One member asked if there is a consideration of deferring inspections considering a “second wave” of COVID-
19 is anticipated. B. Rose replied that TSSA will work with industry to make sure inspections can happen safely 
since it appears COVID-19 will be around for a while and too much of a backlog would be unmanageable.  
 
The Chair noted that it appeared there was not much traction on compliance support for Fuels. B. Rose said the 
reason for this relates to staffing. It took longer to staff up, but now early indications are that the Fuels numbers 
are starting to increase.  
 
Another member asked about COVID-19, noting that November 30, 2020 is the deadline to clear COI backlogs. 
The member asked how strict the deadline is if the province enters another lockdown. B. Rose said third party 
inspection companies are comfortable that they can inspect safety during COVID-19. These are safety 
inspections, and they must take place, she emphasized. In response to a question on remote inspections. 
 
There were no other questions or comments from Council.  
 

7. Outcome-Based Regulator – Update 
 
P. Simeon spoke to this item and provided Council with an update on the progress being made on TSSA’s 
transformation to becoming an outcome-based regulator. He advised that TSSA wants input on key outcome-
based regulator model products. He spoke briefly to the common themes between the business model and the 
outcome-based regulator model, like enhanced authorizations. C. Lehner provided additional detail on enhanced 
authorizations and their potential for outcome-based activities. P. Simeon then provided detail on the scope of 
compliance standards. He noted that compliance standards are aimed at consistency, both for industry 
compliance and inspection checklists. Inspection reports will focus on the high-risk compliance obligations 
identified in the compliance standards. After walking through how compliance standards work, from the standard 
itself to the inspection report, P. Simeon and C. Lehner presented examples of such standards, from text-based 
examples to diagram-based formats.  
 
The Chair appreciated the concept, said it makes sense, but his only concern is that while the focus is on the 
compliance standards, it is vital not to lose sight of other compliance requirements that may not be captured in 
these standards. P. Simeon acknowledged that the cut-off for requirements is not easy to determine, but will be 
based on risk. This does not mean that TSSA will not spot check other compliance requirements not covered in 
the compliance standards.  
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A member remarked that he liked one of the formats more so for the non-technical user. The formats shown to 
the council serve different purposes, one is good for inspection preparation, another is good for showing non-
compliances identified during an inspection. Another member asked when the compliance standards will be 
made available. P. Simeon said there is a prioritization of programs. TSSA has not identified yet when BPV will 
be in the queue for compliance standards. The member said he looks forward to circulating one of these formats 
to his association members. Another member asked if the intent is to share risk scores publicly. P. Simeon 
responded that this matter is addressed under inspection reports. For boilers and pressure vessels, it was noted 
there are different types of devices and diverse components, so the combination checklist-image might be best.  
 
For inspection reports, C. Lehner detailed the objective of the reports, such as identifying high-risk orders. She 
also spoke to future-state formats for inspection reports, including a colour-coded low/high-risk continuum. One 
member asked if risk scores will include other factors, such as incidents and fatalities. R. Wiersma indicated that 
TSSA does that already for programs in which TSSA has a lot of data. For BPV currently, the inspections would 
be based mostly on compliance data. For the inspection report continuum report, the Chair recommended 
swapping the sides of the spectrum, so that “bad” side is on the left, which is the standard way to depict positive 
and negative sides on a continuum. He commented that the outcome-based regulator, which is a risk-based 
approach, will be a major undertaking for TSSA and regulated parties alike, as demonstrated several years ago 
when the propane industry went through the process of developing risk and safety management plans with 
TSSA. That exercise included a lot of energy and days of meetings, so it is important that the BPV sector 
realizes what is involved.   
 
A member asked if inspection reports would apply to manufacturers. P. Simeon indicated that TSSA is not at a 
stage yet where it could make that determination. C. Dinic added that TSSA’s hands are tied as far as standards 
are concerned for fabricators due to national standards. Piping jobs are different because they are not under 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) requirements. 
 
One member noted that app or web-based formats might be worth considering bringing inspection reports up to 
a modern interface. P. Simeon asked for additional information on the kinds of demographics that are receptive 
to those formats but noted that there are no TSSA plans to adopt these now.  
 
Another member noted that it is unclear at times whether the inspection is a requirement under the Operating 
Engineers or BPV regulations and asked if there is any way to clear up this process when looking at the OE 
inspection reports. A. Raval pledged to investigate it. The member also asked who the audience for this material 
would be, especially considering the “fishbone” format, which might be difficult for some stakeholders to 
understand. C. Lehner responded that it is intended for owner-operators. The fishbone format is future-state and 
would require much socialization to be understood and effective.  
 
In the interest of time, the Chair recommended members forward  their thoughts to C. Lehner if they have 
additional comments or questions about these two projects.  
 

8. Stakeholder Engagement 
 
A Campbell introduced the structure of the review of stakeholder engagement, the motives for undertaking it 
and the approach of the evaluation and outreach with councils. She then detailed the findings of the review, 
including inconsistent formatting among Terms of Reference documents, alignment of the role and 
accountabilities of Councils, improved clarity concerning responsibilities of members, improved transparency, a 
more strategic alignment and clarification of confidentiality provisions. A. Campbell added that the council 
chairs will be meeting with the board of directors later in October and encouraged members to pass on any 
questions or concerns to the Chair so he can share it at the meeting. She noted she is interested in hearing the 
councils’ views on risk reduction groups (RRGs) as well.  
 
The Chair said this is a good thing for TSSA to do; however, he urged members to engage in the review before 
the details are finalized. The next review could be many years away. One member said that anytime there is 
clarity to a document, it should be welcome. He would like to have time to digest the document in greater detail. 
He did think new members and new ideas are also welcome. On RRGs, he sees RRGs’ roles as chiefly about 
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addressing specific risks in greater detail that can be done at the councils. Undefined timeframes are the 
problem for RRGs. Another member spoke to the value of revising the terms of reference to minimize 
membership disputes, which TSSA appears to be doing.  
 

9. Ombudsman’s Annual Report 
 
S. Cooke noted a mostly uneventful year: 135 external and 18 internal Ombudsman contacts. The majority are 
in the Fuels area, largely a reflection of the vast jurisdiction in fuels. In April there was an influx from the 
inflatable amusement device industry. For OE, and BPV 15 contacts, 3 from OE. Typically, these are registration 
issues. On the Whistleblower side, which was set up with the intent of addressing TSSA wrongdoing, inquiries 
are made regularly about regulated parties. It is an independent third-party service provider with a hotline and a 
portal. There were 18 such cases, two about TSSA, one resulting in a policy change. S. Cooke informed the 
council that she is always open to doing guest presentations to industry associations on these two services.  
 

10. CAD Strategy – Update 
 
P. Simeon gave an update on CAD amendments. He noted that the BPV CAD amendment will be posted for 
public consultation as early as the day after the meeting. There are no new Ontario specific amendments but 
there are a few legacy provincial amendments that will remain in the CAD.  
 
The Chair asked if 60 days means 60 days after the code is adopted nationally or the CAD amendment 
provincially. P. Simeon clarified that it is the latter. The Chair then asked what the plan will be for the next 
national version of B51 – 60 after the national code is published or will it be in-force 60 days after TSSA’s 
review? P. Simeon said he cannot commit to a timeframe yet. Once TSSA gets through the current 
amendments, then it will turn its mind to that question.  
 
In response to a question about CAD timing, C. Turylo said TSSA would always look to a six-month compliance 
time frame before a CAD amendment is in-force.  

 
11. Business Model Update 

 
D. Brazier concentrated his remarks on BPV resident shop inspector fees, noting that there will not be a change 
to those fees when the business model is adopted. He then turned his attention to the next steps following the 
Ministry review, such as system changes and communications.  
 
There was a question as to whether fees will extend to agricultural sites with BPVs. D. Brazier clarified that they 
would be subject to the revised fee structure now that the exemption is revoked. Another member asked him to 
walk through how the fee would work for a flat fee. D. Brazier directed the council to the fee table page in the 
presentation. It includes an initial and a follow-up, such as a hydrotest, and one additional inspection if needed. 
K. Kennedy noted a comment that came into chat on WebEx concerning the impact of COVID-19 on small 
businesses that are members of the Fabricare Association. The comment will be shared with the finance 
department.  
 

12. a) Safety & Compliance Report 
 
R. Wiersma noted there was an increased number of occurrences with no increase in observed injury burden 
for the BPV program in FY20. The large increase in incidents the past couple of years was due to an rise in 
reporting, not to an increase in the actual number of physical incidents. This was due to better collaboration 
with the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks Spills Action Centre (SAC) on reports that were not 
previously sent to TSSA. The result is an increase in the number of reports related to grocery stores. 
 
A question was asked about when TSSA expects all the insurer information being collected to be included in 
TSSA risk data. R. Wiersma said TSSA was initially hopeful of using that data, but insurer reporting is different 
from one insurer to the next, without the ability to make apples to apples comparisons. The intention is to use 
the data, but it must be comparable first. The member followed up asking if standard orders have been 
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leveraged after being shared by insurers. C. Dinic said there is an agenda item on this subject later in the 
meeting under RRG updates and conditional passes. The member commented that the regulated community is 
not benefiting from the hard work of insurers have made over the past few years to compile this data. A 
member pointed to Slide 6, asking who issued the orders and if they are OE inspections and are closed. R. 
Wiersma confirmed that they are TSSA inspectors and not from OE. Not all orders are completed.  
 

b) Peer review update 
 
R. Wiersma provided an update on the peer engagement process that took place in March.  He noted that 
TSSA received feedback and input on enhancements to its risk-based methodology and was told by risk 
experts that TSSA is on the right track. The short-term impacts are changes to the risk score. Longer-term, the 
objective will be to strengthen the model more broadly. 
 

c) Near Miss RRG 
  
R. Wiersma noted that TSSA has paused the RRG due to competing priorities, such as OASIS. He is hopeful for 
a more fulsome update at the next meeting.  
 

13. Incidents/Issues Report 
 
C. Dinic noted there were no serious incidents to report. The incident numbers are steady as in the previous 
period. The increase about two years ago is at the same level. That increase was due to better reporting from 
SAC related mainly to refrigeration leaks, mostly R1 refrigerants at grocery stores.  
 
The Chair asked if TSSA could quantify these reports. Where is the root cause analysis and the trends TSSA is 
observing? C. Dinic agreed to include this material in the next meeting report.  
 
Action Item: C. Dinic to include analysis on SAC spill data in the Incidents and Issues Report at the next 
meeting.  
 

14. Ministry of Government and Consumer Services Update 
 
D. Allen treated the report as read. C. Turylo used the opportunity, in response to a question sent via email on 
the revocation of the agriculture exemption to address operational questions from J. Awoyomi and K. 
Ramcharan about implementation. About how to address equipment, C. Turylo noted that TSSA is not aware of 
the quantity and quality of sites currently. The form that was circulated will help identify this information. TSSA 
also wants to get an idea of the type of equipment on the site so it can prioritize areas to review first. She noted 
too that TSSA recently appointed two BPV Program staff members, Joel Wilson and Shaun Montano, to 
manage the file. Both of whom introduced themselves on the call. 
 
K. Ramcharan said as insurers, they are very concerned about the timeline and TSSA’s expectations of 
insurance companies. She asked if there is going to be a flow chart for insurers so they can understand the 
process. Do insurers get involved after the TSSA inspections? C. Turylo indicated that TSSA is still in the 
planning stages. B. Rose said TSSA will be using process experts, so the end-to-end process works. TSSA will 
provide a timeframe. The Chair asked if an RRG should be struck on the issue. C. Turylo said TSSA would need 
input from the Council, insurers and the agricultural sector and a mechanism will be decided once a plan is in 
place.   
 
R. Jones said the association his organization works very closely with has little to no awareness of the changes. 
They were not aware the Minister’s order had been released. Before teams are established, an awareness 
campaign needs to be put together, so stakeholders have a chance to implement, the member asserted. 
Alternatively, he suggested, maybe the deadlines should be postponed. C. Turylo indicated that TSSA did 
communications outreach to various agricultural associations. A Campbell said we will look to tackle the lack of 
awareness, but she is aware that TOGA has committed to circulating information about the revocation.  
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The member also asked why elevating devices and operating engineers exemptions were left out of the 
revocations. D. Allen said the evidence did not point to these two regulatory areas having the same level of risk 
as BPV.  
 

15. Workforce Planning Update 
 
(The workforce planning update came after item 16 at the meeting.  
 
AJ Kadirgamar explained that the purpose of workforce planning is to create a single point of contact for booking 
most TSSA inspections. Workforce Planning will be the primary contact for booking inspections after February 1, 
2021. Future enhancements will include online booking of inspections through the new portal. The shift will 
increase capacity for inspections through proactive planning, standardize the lead-times for inspections ad offer 
consistent of service levels to all customers. 
 
Testing Workforce Planning Software is underway right now. TSSA is hiring and training new agents and 
developing training for Inspectors and agents on how to use the software. TSSA is also implementing an 
enhanced telephone system so that customers can reach TSSA directly. 
 
Also, in his presentation, AJ Kadirgamar showed a graph of the inspection workload. He said that except for a 
small drop in December, TSSA does not expect variations or capacity issues going forward as workforce 
planning is rolled out. He went over the tentative plan for notification times for each BPV activity. 
 
J. Webb volunteered to pilot workforce planning with his company if there are any opportunities to do so. He can 
foresee challenges with the system so he would like to participate in advance. Due to the volume of heavy 
industry in the Sarnia area, he is not sure 48 hours turnaround time in workforce planning will always work for 
specialized areas of industry. The Nanticoke area may have some concerns in this regard as well. F. Zhang 
asked if TSSA can schedule piping and vessel inspections at the same time with workforce planning in effect. C. 
Dinic clarified that they can already be scheduled together. K. Ramcharan asked if inspections will be scheduled 
for the many boilers that have never had initial inspections. AJ Kadirgamar clarified that said only for new 
installations. One member asked how non-technical users who have always had telephone relationships with 
inspectors will be dealt with. AJ. Kadirgamar replied that in the future customers will call workforce planning in 
lieu of a specific inspector. 
 

16. Strategic Direction – change in the industry, emerging trends, and safety priorities: 
a) Canada -EU Trade Agreement expert 
 
D. Morton provided an overview of the Canada-European Union (EU) trade agreement. Provisionally it came 
into force on September 21, 2017 but must be ratified by the European Parliament and each of the 28 member 
states of the EU. As he sees it, there are two barriers to ratification. First, Brexit because the CSA has testing 
facilities in the UK. This generates uncertainty vis-à-vis the EU that has cost the CSA business. Second, the 
Standards Council of Canada (SCC) accreditation by the European Commission is another barrier. 

 
The European Commission needs to approve a mutual recognition agreement. As of July, enabling legislation 
was drafted, but it has not been introduced. The result is an uneven playing field for Europe-bound Canadian 
trade. Although CETA is in place from a conformity assessment perspective, it is not entirely in place until 
enabling legislation is approved. 
 
The Chair noted that it appears the trade agreement is a one-way street. D. Morton noted that CSA has pointed 
out the uneven playing field to the federal government. CSA proposes a reciprocal response, but the federal 
government appears reluctant to force the matter. He cannot guarantee any outcome to the council.  
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b) Small biomass boilers 
 
C. Turylo introduced the issue, noting the Wood Pellet Association of Canada has advocated for trade 
liberalization in this area. She pointed out that this equipment is considered machinery in Europe, not pressure 
equipment. From her side, a full technical review is underway concerning ASME in comparison to the European 
(EN) standard. Over the next month or so, she is looking for technical experts to address TSSA’s technical 
questions. She asked if there is any input from the council given the presence of boiler manufacturers from the 
province on the council. B. Taylor asked if the goal is to have Ontario specifically modify B51 to accommodate 
these boilers. This remains to be determined. 
 
D. Allen indicated that the small biomass boiler issue is not yet settled. At the October Provincial and Territorial 
Advisory Committee (PTAC) meeting, the item will be contemplated. C. Turylo noted that in Prince Edward 
Island these boilers were found to be appropriate for that jurisdiction given its size. The PEI experience may not 
be as easily translatable in other jurisdictions like Ontario. D. Morton added that his understanding is that 
Ontario is waiting for safety information from Europe on these boilers. If they are satisfied with this information, 
there may be European exceptions for these boilers, especially for the North and indigenous communities. B. 
Taylor said that if there is going to be an exemption, he would assume that all boiler manufacturers will take it 
as precedent and stop building to ASME standards. The Chair summarized that there are two elements to this 
issue: political and technical. C. Turylo is working through the technical side. Politically, as far as the trade 
agreement goes, the Chair reiterated that it appears to be a one-way street. He recommended keeping this as 
an item on the issues list 
 
Action item: A. Brew to update the issues list to include small biomass boilers and CETA.   
 

17.  ROI/COI – Update Portal Update 
 
M. Williamson spoke to the top data challenges, such as incorrect Canadian Registration Number (CRN) owner 
name, inaccurate maximum pressure listing that exceeds design registration and incorrect serial numbers. She 
also spoke to the impact of these issues, such as insurers using ROI templates to report changes to the 
device/technical data, COI issuance using TSSA device/technical data, which results in discrepancies between 
the ROI and COI and changes to technical data are to be reported using the user identification (UID) form.  

 
TSSA database challenges include the issuance of multiple UIDs for a single device resulting in duplicates (#1), 
Incorrect billing address on customer accounts (#2), installation addresses being incomplete (e.g. GPS 
coordinates only) (#3) and multiple accounts for the same customer (#4). A data cleansing initiative is underway 
to resolve issues #1 and #2. OASIS will resolve #3 and #4. 
 
About the portal, she reminded council that owner access to the portal was revoked in late 2018 due to system 
challenges and updated council that owner access will continue to be restricted until OASIS goes live in 
February/March 2021.  
 
An RRG was struck to discuss the alignment of inspections. Scheduling, operational issues and administrative 
burden were raised as issues by insurers and owners. Owners are currently invoiced for the COI for either 
internal or external (but not both). Of the options considered, TSSA recommends that going forward they would 
be invoiced for both. 
 
K. Ramcharan asked if COIs will continue to be per object when TSSA moves to OASIS or will it list more than 
one object. M. Williamson said they will continue to be per object. K. Ramcharan stressed that this is very 
difficult for a large operation with 300-400 certificates to process. Second, about the GPS and longitude/latitude 
coordinates, TSSA informed insurers that they can provide that sort of information where locations are remote 
and there is no conventional Canada Post address. She commented that it sounds from M. Williamson’s 
presentation that that direction is changing again. M. Williamson clarified that insurers can continue to provide 
GPS and longitude/latitude where there is no Canada Post address. TSSA’s current system address validation 
system only accepts postal addresses, but the future system will resolve this issue. Lastly, K. Ramcharan 
asked why on new UID forms there seemed to be a rush to complete this measure. Her organization has 
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submitted over 400 forms but has not heard back on any one of them. M. Williamson clarified that there are two 
formats for the UID form, a fillable PDF and an Excel template that can be used for bulk or batch submissions. 
Both are available on the TSSA website. In terms of TSSA’s response, TSSA has not been able to turn around 
UID requests due to resource challenges resulting from COVID-19. She anticipates insurers will start to see 
responses shortly.  
 
S. Chelsky commented that some of his members are complaining about the size of the bill for a 15-minute 
visit. The Chair requested that the issue of fee relief needs to be taken up in another forum so the council 
meeting can stay on topic.   
 
Y. Huang asked if there is any better way to make comparisons to address database issues. M. Williamson 
noted that when the regulation changed, TSSA asked insurers for extracts of insurer database. TSSA 
reconciled the two, but it does not reconcile with the information coming in on ROIs. So rather than finding out 
who is right or wrong, when there is no UID number on a device she recommended insurers send it and that 
becomes the new source of information. TSSA needs that UID form to create an object in its system. TSSA 
asks for this information because it creates the risk profile for the device. TSSA appreciates it is additional time 
spent, but it is time spent once. Y. Huang had a detailed question concerning the database, but the chair urged 
him to email TSSA given the details of his inquiry. There is an RRG that could deal with this issue, which has 
consumed too much council time over the years. The Council itself cannot resolve these issues within the 
limited confines of the meeting. He urged M. Williamson to use the RRG to address the matter in an urgent 
manner since these issues have been under discussion for several years.  
 

18. Task Group Reports 
a) RRG Update: COI and Conditional Passes 

• Issuing/ Requesting Changes to UID 
 
TSSA and the working group was assigned the tasks of addressing conditional pass as an outcome of 
inspection, which came to a final recommendation a few weeks ago with general support to remove conditional 
pass as an inspection outcome and having “Safe” or “Unsafe” as inspection outcomes. The working group is 
going to consider whether this removal addresses the initial concern that was raised and establishing a process 
for communication and escalating on the issue. There is general agreement on the removal of a conditional 
pass. Second, on expiry date alignment, TSSA is going to proceed down a path for COI for every ROI received 
and engage the owner groups to understand the impact on stakeholders and hope to launch as part of our 
CRM system in February 2021.  
 
On the UID form, C. Dinic said it had been addressed in the agenda item above. J. Awoyomi asked about the 
UID form, specifically whether there were plans to modify the letters for the COIs to owners because sometimes 
those are sent out and there is a hold-up either with user ID or misalignment with the inspection date and expiry 
date. M. Williamson replied that TSSA is in the process of revising letters, both proactive letters and payment 
reminders and putting more detail and background information in the letters. They will go live with the new 
system in February. Second, is there a drop-dead date for alignment of COIs. M. Williamson said the go-live of 
the new system is the deadline.  
 
b) Agent/ Insurer Audit – Update 

 
C. Dinic spoke to the matter. COVID-19 resulted in slippage, but momentum has been gained back. Most audits 
are done remotely over the Internet. Approximately 75 per cent of audits have been performed. Findings are 
similar: Most are database related.  
 

c) RRG Update: Piping and Pressure Tests 
 
C. Turylo noted that the enhanced authorization document as developed by the RRG was released but with 
COVID-19 everything came to a standstill. Nova Chemical and Imperial Oil will provide feedback on lessons 
learned and the RRG can hopefully get together shortly to look at next steps.  
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A member asked if Suncor showed any interest. C. Turylo said they might be too busy. She expects other 
companies like Suncor will eventually join the project.  
 

d) RRG Update: A1 Refrigerants in Split Systems 
 

C. Turylo noted that TSSA is on track for creating a pilot. It feeds directly into OBR: a permitting system and flat 
fee and selection on an audit risk basis for which sites we inspection. The project was put on hold until TSSA 
has confirmation that the new business model is finalized and reviewed by the Minister. The hope is the get the 
project off the ground again in the New Year.   
 
There were no questions or comments.  
 

19. Questions & Other Business 
 

• National Board approved remote inspections. 
 

A. Raval noted that TSSA is doing remote inspections for simple piping. Other inspections are subject to ASME 
requirements, so if they meet ASME requirements, they can be done remotely too.  
 
C. Dinic commented on remote inspections. He said that it was extended until the end of the year and TSSA is 
accepting it for repairs and alterations.  
 

20. Council Administration 
 
a) Membership Renewal: Michelle Cheng-Newson & Fred Oliver 
 
Membership Renewal: Michelle Cheng-Newson & Fred Oliver both agreed to renew their membership. 
 
Action: A. Brew to update the membership list with new term expiry dates for M. Cheng-Newson & F. Oliver 
 
b) CAC Attendance at BPVAC meetings 
 
Council members did not see the value of adding a consumer member to the Boilers & Pressure Vessels 
Advisory Council. The Chair recommended asking the CAC what value it thinks a consumer representative 
would bring to the council. Then the council would be in a better position to assess because currently, 
council members do not see the value. 
 
Action: A. Brew to add the issue of consumer representation on the BPVAC to CAC agenda under “Other 
Business.”  
 
c) Membership Matrix (re-affirm) 
 
A motion was held to reaffirm the matrix. Council members moved and seconded the motion.  
 
Action: A. Brew to record that the matrix has been reaffirmed.  
 
d) Advisory Council Portal 
 
One member noted the challenge of firewalls but noted that information-sharing is aided by the portal. It would 
not cripple council business to have materials available only by invitation. The Chair asked about Dropbox, but 
K. Kennedy said it was not one of the options explored. Another member asked about OneDrive. The Chair 
noted the challenge of large amounts of information being sent via email. K. Kennedy said the consensus 
seems to be for the maintenance of the status quo.  
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21. Adjournment 
 
The meeting adjourned at approximately 2:30 p.m. Council held a council-only in-camera session without TSSA 
staff or guests, followed by an in-camera session with TSSA CEO B. Rose.  

 

Appendix 

 
The Safety Moment on TSSA’s Carbon Monoxide campaign can be found here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXUzbBmdKNU

